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Contact with Sgt. Bradley SCANLAN: 08/11/2016 

TEXT DOCUMENTS:Investigators Note File Number 
8 Nov 2016 Status 
DET SERGEANT STEVEN MORGAN Reviewer 

Date of Note 08/11/2016 

Electronic or 
Scanned Copy 

Brief Description 

Contact: Sgt Bradley SCANLAN. Prosecutor, Broken Hill LAC. 

IN-129 

Submitted 

DET SEN CONSTABLE MICHAEL 
CHEBL 

INFORMATION: About 1320 hrs on 08/11/2016, Det MORGAN spoke with Sgt SCANLAN via telephone. A copy of 
his statement, dated 2001, was emailed to him. 

* Contact was a uniformed officer at Bondi P.S. during the late 1980's/early 1990's. 
* at the time of the death of John RUSSELL, he was on beat-policing duties at Bondi, where he worked under the 
supervision of Sgt. INGLEBY. 
* On 22/11/1989, attended the crime scene at the base of the cliff from Marks Park, where he saw the body of 
John RUSSELL. 
* performed guard duties at the 'crime scene', pending examination/processing of the scene by other police. 
* doesn't recall seeing hair adhering to the back of fingers of the deceased, however does recall there being 
subsequent discussion amongst other police in regard to hair being found at the crime scene 
* contact went on to become the GLO at Bondi Police, and as part of his duties became aware that Marks Park 
was a recognised 'gay beat' area. 
* subsequently compiled an assignment regarding youth crime in the Bondi area; and was aware of the nature of 
offences committed by youth gangs in the area. Such offences by these 'gangs' included acts of graffiti and anti-
social behaviour in the local area. 
* contact has been stationed at Broken Hill for several years: anticipates that he will likely be transferred back to 
the metropolitan area in the near future. 
* likely that investigators will speak in person with the contact following such transfer. 
* contact is pleased that police are again investigating the matter/s. 
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